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December 16th, 2020

December 17th, 2020

GenAlpha Enters Strategic
Partnership with Monroe Truck
Equipment

GenAlpha Announces New Equip
Catalog Solution

Together, GenAlpha and Monroe Truck
Equipment offer a compelling amount of
industry expertise. This partnership will
enhance the incredible offerings that both
organizations bring to the table ...Read more

Formerly offered exclusively as a side-by
side deployment with their Equip
eCommerce solution, GenAlpha is now
expanding their product offering to
accommodate the parts identification
process for those with and without
eCommerce ...Read more

Jim Vogel, VP of Customer
Engagement Will Take You on a
iTou� of the Equip �latform
Webinar Event Jan 19, 2021 0 00 AM
This tour will be focusing on the full 828 and 82C
functionality designed for any manufacturer, dealer or
distributor. Jim will also showcase our unique
commerce-enabled bill of material catalog designed
specifically for OEM's for attermarket part
identification.
We will wrap up with Equip Insights, our advanced
analytics tool, showing how the power of customer,
product and shopping data can elevate the success of
your eCommerce channel.

REGISTER FREE TODAY

GenAlpha Technologies Latest Blog Posts

November 10th, 2020

The Role of
Analytics in
eCommerce

December 3rd, 2020

5 Steps for eCommerce Success: Step 1 - Defining
the Customer Journey
When it comes to eCommerce, there are really two key
stakeholders, the customers who buy products and services
online and the businesses responsible for selling the products
and services online. Both have their own goals ...Read more

As we continue to shift to
a digital world, more and
more of our business
processes will occur on
digital platforms. This in
turn is going to create an
influx of new data that
needs to be
interpreted ...Read more

Related Articles
5 B2B eCommerce Trends for 2021
B2B eCommerce was already growing rapidly when the global pandemic struck in early 2020, accelerating the wholesale industry's
digital transformation. And while it would be possible to list many industry shifts for the coming year, five trends could be especially
disruptive... Read more

What Does the Future of Manufacturing Look Like?
Manufacturing decision-makers must look beyond the myriad challenges of 2020 to deliver an effective and future-proofed business,
as experts from Columbus Global explain ... Read more

Avoiding Four Common Digital Transformation Obstacles
In the era of growing demands and rapid changes, companies are turning to digital transformation more than ever before to make
their businesses more competitive, improve sluggish activities, and increase revenue...Read more
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